Globalize your thinking
Many investors limit their portfolio’s exposure to opportunities. For example, the average US investor holds nearly 75% of
their stock portfolio in US companies. And yet, only 25% of gross domestic product (GDP) is from the US.1 Are you limiting
your opportunity set?

Why globalize your thinking?

Great companies across the world are capitalizing on transformational forces, including these three.
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The growing middle class

03

The technological revolution

The aging population

The middle class is fueling growth in goods
and services.

Technology is helping every industry work faster
and smarter.

People around the world are living longer and
spending differently.

By 2030, the size of the global middle class
is expected to reach 5.3 billion, or a third of
GDP growth.2

The cloud computing industry alone is predicted
to grow from $371 billion in 2020 to $832 billion
in 2025.3

The number of people 65 and over is expected to
double in the next 25 years, and they're already
spending more to be healthy and active.4

Why Invesco?
Leadership
• We understood the
importance of global
investing early on and
continue to seek great
opportunities no matter
where they originate.
• To better meet investor
needs, we offer a range
of actively managed
equity strategies across
global, international, and
emerging markets (EM).

Perspective

50+ years

Our global strategy
was one of the first
in the world.

$128 billion
Assets managed
across our global
and EM equity
investment teams.6

+

• Our team culture and
deep experience provide
the acumen and insights
to create compelling
opportunities for our clients
and what we believe are
the best opportunities.
• We empower our team
to share their unique
perspectives that come
from place, locale, and
educational background.

15 years

On average, our team
members have spent
15 years at Invesco and
27 years in the industry.

17 countries

Our team members
hail from 17 countries
and are fluent in
17 languages.

There is no guarantee that forecasts will come to pass.
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Greater
Possibilities
We are driven to
deliver better longterm outcomes
for clients.

Investments to help you access investment opportunities globally
Through our time-tested, active approach to global markets, we’ve discovered enduring opportunities around the world to help our clients achieve their
long-term financial goals. Our team manages several unique portfolios, but three common investment principles are foundational throughout:
High-conviction portfolio management:
Our active, bottom-up approach isn’t
designed to follow a benchmark. Instead,
we seek opportunities regardless of
country or sector.

 xceptional companies benefiting
E
from structural growth:
We look for quality companies with strong
long-term financial performance, sustainable
competitive advantages, and innovative
products — and we buy those stocks at
attractive prices.

Long-term perspective:
We look for companies that can deliver
potential solid shareholder returns for
years, and we typically hold our positions
for five years or longer.

Invesco international diversification models
Invesco International Diversification Equity Portfolio

Invesco International Diversification Blend Portfolio
International Fixed Income
38.01

Invesco Developing Markets Fund (ODVYX)
Invesco FTSE RAFI Developed Markets ex-US ETF (PXF)
Invesco International Select Equity Fund (IZIYX)
Invesco International Small-Mid Company Fund (OSMYX)
Cash

30.94
23.96
22.98
20.12
2.00

Source: Invesco, as of December 31, 2021. Where cash is shown, it is for the model level. It does not include
possible amounts held within each underlying fund.

International Equity
60.01

Invesco Developing Markets Fund (ODVYX)
Invesco FTSE RAFI Developed Markets ex-US ETF (PXF)
Invesco International Select Equity Fund (IZIYX)
Invesco International Small-Mid Company Fund (OSMYX)
Invesco International Bond Fund (OIBYX)
Invesco International Corporate Bond ETF (PICB)
Cash

18.97
14.98
13.98
12.07
19.02
18.99
1.99
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Source: Morningstar, July 2021.
Source: European Commission, “Developments and Forecasts of Growing Consumerism.”
Source: Oracle, “2020: Oracle’s Top 10 Cloud Predictions.”
Source: The United Nations, “World Population Ageing 2020 Highlights,” October 2020.
Source: The Global Equity Team launched its flagship Global Fund back in 1969.
Source: Invesco, as of 6/30/2021, reflects strategy assets under management. Assets include only those managed by the New York-based Global and Emerging Markets Equity teams.

All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable and current, but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. This is being provided for informational purposes only, is not to be construed as an offer to buy or sell any
financial instruments and should not be relied upon as the sole factor in any investment making decision. This should not be considered a recommendation to purchase any investment product. As with all investments, there are
associated inherent risks.
This does not constitute a recommendation of any investment strategy for a particular investor. Investors should consult a financial professional before making any investment decisions if they are uncertain whether an investment
is suitable or appropriate for them. Please read all financial material carefully before investing.
The opinions expressed are based on current market conditions and are subject to change without notice. These opinions may differ from those of other Invesco investment professionals. There is no guarantee any outlooks
mentioned will come to pass.
Invesco Advisers, Inc. is an investment adviser; it provides investment advisory services to individual and institutional clients and does not sell securities.
With respect to Investment Manager model portfolios specifically, there is no Style Manager Expense Rate (as defined in the IAP brochure) payable to the Investment Managers. As a general matter, Investment Managers intend to
allocate a significant percentage of the portfolio to funds for which the Investment Manager and/or its affiliates serve as investment manager (“Investment Manager Affiliated Funds”). As discussed above, clients will indirectly bear
fund expenses as shareholders for their account assets allocated to Investment Manager Affiliated Funds and funds for which the Investment Managers and/or their affiliates do not receive compensation. For client account assets
allocated to the Investment Managers Affiliated Funds, fees will be received by the Investment Managers and/or their affiliates directly from the respective Investment Manager Affiliated Fund. These compensation arrangements
create a conflict of interest relating to the Investment Managers’ selection of funds (including from among the Investment Manager Affiliated Funds) for the strategy and the receipt of potentially higher compensation based on the
selection. Investment Managers have an incentive to select Investment Manager Affiliated Funds for the strategy, including Investment Managers Affiliated Funds with higher expenses, over other funds (including other Investment
Manager Affiliated Funds) with lower expenses because the fees that the Investment Managers and/or their affiliates receive for client account assets in the Investment Manager Affiliated Funds are their compensation with respect
to the strategy. This conflict of interest may result in a strategy that achieves a level of performance, or reflects higher fees, less favorable to the strategy than otherwise would be the case if the Investment Manager did not allocate
to an Investment Manager Affiliated Fund.
invesco.com/us
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